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Abstract — Big Data is a promising focus in the cloud
computing arena that is getting a lot of significance.
Information is progressively more important in our daily lives.
We access the internet everyday to perform searches, and other
applications. So processing of such huge data requires well
suited resources as well as lot of time. In many scenarios, data
are, however, geographically distributed across multiple data
centers. So sometimes it becomes necessary to transfer data
from one server to other due to some reasons. Therefore cost
minimization for processing data has become an important
issue in big data era. Here considered three factors like Data
assignment, data placement and data movement which
manipulate the operational expenses of data centers. Hence, this
paper presents an online lazy migration (OLM) algorithm and a
randomized fixed horizon control (RFHC) algorithm which
minimizes the cost of data transfer to the cloud.
Key Words — Big Data, Cloud Computing, Cost Minimization,
Data Movement

I.

INTRODUCTION

Big data is a term that refers to data sets or combinations of
data sets whose size (volume) [4], complexity (variability),
and rate of expansion (velocity) make them difficult to
capture, manage, process or analyze by usual technology and
tools. Whereas the size used to determine whether a
particular data set is considered big data is not firmly defined
and continues to transform over era, nearly all analysts and
practitioners at present refer to data sets from terabytes to
multiple petabytes as big data [1].
Over the past several years there has been a tremendous
increase in the amount of data being transferred between
Internet users. Escalating usage of streaming multimedia [3]
and other Internet based applications has contributed to this
surge in data transmission. An additional facade of the
augment is due to the expansion of Big Data [18], which
refers to data sets that are an order of magnitude larger than
the standard file transmitted via the Internet. Big Data can
range in size from hundreds of gigabytes to petabytes [11].
Today everything is being stored digitally. Within the past
decade, everything from banking transactions to medical history
has migrated to digital storage. This change from physical
documents to digital files [12] has necessitated the creation of
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large data sets and consequently the transfer of large
amounts of data. There is no sign that the amount of data
being stored or transmitted by users is steady or even
decreasing. Every year average Internet users are moving
more and more data through their Internet connections
[12]. Depending on the bandwidth of these connections and
the size of the data sets being transmitted, the duration of
transfers could potentially be measured in days or even
weeks.
There exists a need for an efficient transfer technique that
can move large amounts of data quickly and easily without
impacting other users or applications. Thus Big Data has
translated already into the big price because of its high
demands on computation and communication resources
[14]. Accordingly considering the bandwidth of these
connections and size of these data sets that is being
transmitted, duration of data transfer could be measured in
terms of days or even weeks. Therefore it becomes
necessary to invent an approach that will minimize the cost
[1] of processing of this big data.

Thus Big data analysis is one of the key challenges of
current era. The restrictions to what able to be done are
often times due to how much amount of data can be
processed in a given period of time. Big data sets
innately occur due to applications generating more
information to get better operation, performance;
general applications like social networks supports every
individual users in producing massive amounts of data.
The cloud computing paradigm enables rapid ondemand provisioning of server resources (CPU, storage,
bandwidth) to users, with minimal managing hard work.
Recent cloud platform, as exemplify by Amazon EC2
and S3, Microsoft Azure, Google App Engine, Rack
space, etc., organize a shared pool of servers from
multiple data center, and provide their users with
virtualization technology.
The elastic and on-demand nature of resource
provisioning makes a cloud platform attractive for the
execution of various
applications, especially
computation-intensive ones [2], [3]. More and more
data-intensive Internet applications such as the Human
Genome Project [4], are relying on the clouds for
processing and analyzing their petabyte-scale data sets,
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with a computing framework such as MapReduce and
Hadoop [5], [6]. For example, Facebook-like social
media sites collect their Web server logs, Internet click
data, social activity reports, etc., from various locations
over time, and parse them using Mapreduce/Hadoop to
uncover usage patterns and hidden correlation, in order
to make possible marketing decision.While most efforts
have been devoted to designing better computing models
for big data analytics, an important issue has largely
been left out in this respect: How does one move the
massive amounts of data to a cloud, in the very first
place? The current observe is to copy the data into large
hard drives for physically transportation to the data
centre [7], [8], or even to move entire machines [9].

centres. Servers are equipped with limited storage and
computation resources. Our objective is to optimize the
big data placement, task assignment, routing and DCR
such that the overall computation and communication
cost is minimized.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Such physical transportation incurs unwanted delay and
possible service downtime. It is also less secure, and is prone
to infection of malicious programs and damages from road
accidents. Therefore, a safer and more flexible data migration
approach is in need, to minimize any potential service
downtime.
A. Geo-Distributed Data Centre’s
Data centers that are spread at different geographic
regions, e.g., Google’s 13 data centres over 8 countries in 4
continents[1].the main objective of this paper is to place
these data chunks in the server to distribute tasks onto
servers. Second step is to move data between data centres. In
Step 1 Volley system [2] is used that chooses the data centre
to place the data chunks into the server.
Step 2 chooses the optimized server to process the data that is
stored in the data centre. In step data chunk is processed in
the first data centre and the output is passed as an input to the
next data centre.
Likewise all the data chunks are processed in different
geographically distributed data centre. Many hard works
have been made to minimize the computation or data
movement cost of data centres. Data centre resizing (DCR)
has been projected to minimize the processing cost by
adjusting the number of activated servers through task
placement [3].
Although there are some advantages, it is far from achieving
the cost efficient big data processing because of the
following weaknesses like data locality may result in waste
of resources.
The link in network may vary on transmission rate and
costs. To overcome above problems, we study the cost
minimization problem of big data computation through
joint optimization of data assignment, data placement,
and data movement in geographically distributed data
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Most existing studies in literature on geographical
request allocation subject to diverse electricity prices
and bandwidth costs focused on solving a constrained
optimization problem with one or multiple constraints.
However, finding an exact solution usually takes a
much longer time due to highly computational
complexity. The solution based on the MIP thus is only
suitable for a small or medium network size and not
scalable. Even if such a solution is found, it may not be
applicable in the reality due to time varying nature of
both electricity prices and request rates in the system. A
series of recent work studies application migration to
the cloud.
Develop an optimization model for migrating enterprise
IT applications onto a hybrid cloud. Advocate deploying
social media applications into clouds, for leveraging the
rich resources and pay-as-you-go pricing. These
projects focus on workflow migration and application
performance optimization, by carefully deciding the
modules to be moved to the cloud and the data
caching/replication strategies in the cloud. The very first
question of how to move large volumes of application
data into the cloud is not explored. Few existing work
discussed such transfer of big data to the cloud. Design
Pandora, a cost-aware planning system for data transfer
to the cloud provider, via both the Internet and courier
services.
he same authors later propose a solution to minimize the
transfer latency under a budget constraint. Different
from our study, they focus on static scenarios with a
fixed amount of bulk data to transfer, rather than
dynamically generated data; in addition, a single cloud
site is considered, while our study pays attention to
multiple data centres.A number of online algorithms
have been proposed to address different cloud
computing and data centre issues. For online algorithms
without future information, investigate energy-aware
dynamic server provisioning, by proposing a Lazy
Capacity Provisioning algorithm with a 3-competitive
ratio. Investigate load balancing among geographicallydistributed data centres with a receding horizon control
(RHC) algorithm, and show that the competitive ratio
can be reduced substantially by leveraging the predicted
future information.
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sophisticated approach can both dramatically reduce
these costs and still further reduce user latency.

A. Minimizing Server cost
Numerous of large-scale data centres are deployed providing
services to large users. As suggested, a data centre may
contain big servers and guzzle high power. Millions of
dollars cost on electricity have cause a serious trouble on the
operating cost to data centre providers. Therefore,
minimizing the electricity cost has established major
attention from both academia and industry. Data Centre
Resizing and data placement are generally jointly measured
to match the processing requirement.
Suggest the best workload control by taking account of
latency, energy expenditure and electricity cost.

B. Electricity cost
The electricity cost another burden in geodistributed data centres. Because more energy will be
using in data centres. All the hardware’s work without
electricity. Proposed a novel, data-centric algorithm
used to reduce energy costs and with the guarantee of
thermal-reliability of the servers in geo distributed data
centres. And also using the n- dimensional markov
chain algorithm to reduce the electricity cost.

C. Server cost

B. Managing Big Data
To undertake the challenges of successfully managing big
data, many decisions have been proposed to recover the
storage and processing cost.
The advantage in managing big data is reliable and efficient
data placement. Use of flexibility in the data placement
policy to boost energy efficiency in data centres and propose
a scheduling algorithm.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The data placement and task assignment are transparent to
the data users with guaranteed QoS. Our objective is to
optimize the big data placement, task assignment, routing
and DCR such that the overall computation and
communication cost is minimized.

In geo distributed data centres hundred’s of servers
used. Because of this automatically the server cost will
be increases. How to reduce the server cost means using
communications and data placement and task
assignment approach.
Number of sever will be reduced means at a mean time
the energy cost also decrease. Server cost reduced using
the joint optimization of these three factors such as task
assignment, data placement and data routing via a ndimensional markov chain. To efficiently manage the
Data centre resizing. Proposed the optimal workload
and balancing of latency, electricity prices and the
energy consumption.
D. Cloud System
Consider a cloud consisting of number of geodistributed data centers

Geo Distributed Data Centres
Geo distributed data centre means many data centres are
geo graphically distributed and connected through the WAN.
Recently many organizations move to this geo distributed
data centre. They stored large or massive volume of data’s. If
they are using our own data centre means only limited
storage will be there so only many of them used this geo
distributed data centres.

A. Data Placement
The data placement is another big issue in the geo
distributed data centres. Because where the data’s are
placed in the servers and how they can be accessed and
calculate the latency time of that particular data
transition and migrate user data to the closest data
centre. However, the simple heuristic ignores two major
sources of cost to data centre operators: WAN
bandwidth between data centres, and over-provisioning
data centre capacity to tolerate highly skewed data
centre utilization. In this paper, we show that a more

Figure 1: Cloud System
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Cloud System is illustrated as shown in above fig. 1 in
which a cloud user continuously produces large volumes of
data of multiple geographic locations. The user connects to
the data centers from different data generation locations.
Inter data center connections within a cloud are usually
dedicated high bandwidth lines.

IV.

algorithm,

TABLE I
CONSTANT PRICES, P = 0.25, L = 0.01
Simple

METHODOLOGY

A. Algorithms
A fast approximate solution is proposed to the minimum
operational cost problem in a distributed cloud computing
environment, through a reduction to the minimum cost multi
commodity flow problem in Gf , where there are M
commodities to be routed from their source nodes WPj to a
common destination node t0 with demands rj , represented by
a triple (WPj, t0; rj) for all j with 1 ≤ j ≤ M such that the
system throughput is maximized while the associated
operational cost is minimized, where 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.

a. Offline Algorithm

OLM RFHC(0) Offline

Proposed

Overall
Cost

20577

17264

18503

16712

16204

Ratio

1023

1.03

1.11

1

1.005

All proposed algorithms achieve considerable cost
reduction and performance of the OLM algorithm and
the RFHC algorithm with l = 1 approaches that of the
offline optimum rather well. Then assume 100%
prediction accuracy after investigating the following
two considerations:
i) Spot instance pricing, P=0.5, L=0.01

The offline optimization problem of minimizing the
overall cost of data upload and processing over a time
interval. We first present an offline algorithm, which derives
the theoretical minimum cost given complete knowledge of
data generation in both temporal and spatial domains.

ii) Spot instance pricing P=0.25, L=0.01
TABLE II
SPOT INSTANCE PRICING, P = 0.25, L = 0.01

b. Online Algorithm

Simple

A straightforward algorithm solves the above optimization
in each time slot, based on the previous time slot. This can be
far from optimal due to premature data migration. For
example, assume data centre k was selected at t 1, and
migrating data from k to j is cost-optimal at t according to the
one-shot optimization (e.g., because more data are generated
in region j in t); the offline optimum may indicate to keep all
data in k at t, if the volume of data generated in k in t + 1
surges. We next explore dependencies among the selection of
the aggregation data centre across consecutive time slots, and
design a more judicious online algorithm accordingly. It
avoids aggressive switches of the aggregation data centre, to
prevent moving a large amount of data back and forth too
often.
Excessive “laziness” is also avoided. Parameters 2 > 0 and 1
> 0 control the “laziness” and “aggressiveness” of the
algorithm: a large 2 prolongs the inter-switch interval, while
a large 1 invites more frequent switches.

OLM RFHC(0) Offline

Proposed

Overall
Cost

24709

16780

16676

16327

16204

Ratio

1.55

1.06

1.05

1.02

1.005

Thus predicted input is generated with error through
adjusting the accurate input.
TABLE III
CONSTANT PRICES, P = 0.25, L = 0.01
Simple
Overall
Cost

18503

Ratio

1.11

OLM RFHC(0) Offline

Proposed

17237

17050

16828

6778

1.03

1.02

1.01

1.003

V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
The above table describes the performance of RFHC with
different Look ahead window sizes. Thus when error rate is
adequately low, the cost is very close to the one with 100%
accurate prediction.

The performance of the algorithms is evaluated under
the default, fixed prices for data storage and processing
in the data centers.
In Table I, RFHC(x) represent a RFHC Algorithm with
look ahead window l = x. As compared to the simple
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Via Internet and Shipping Networks,” in Proc. ACM ICAC,
2011.

CONCLUSION
Previous technologies developed an optimization model [13]
for migrating enterprise IT applications on a hybrid cloud.
They focus on workflow migration and application [14]
performance optimization by deciding modules to be moved
to the cloud. And also they focus on static scenarios with
fixed amount of bulk data transfer instead of considering [15]
dynamically generated data. This paper presents an online
approach for moving big data to the cloud which minimizes
the cost of data transfer.
[16]
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